We Are:

- Using our fine and gross motor muscles
- Classifying by shape, size and color
- Experimenting with balance and forms
- Using our imagination
- Testing our ideas
- Recognizing quantity and number concepts
- Discovering modes of transportation
Block / Construction

We Are:

Using our fine and gross motor muscles
Classifying by shape, size and color
Experimenting with balance and forms
Using our imagination
Testing our ideas
Recognizing quantity and number concepts
Discovering modes of transportation
Reading Center

We Are:

Learning pre-reading skills
Developing language skills
Sequencing events
Recognizing that letters have meaning
Learning to take care of books
Experiencing quiet moments
Learning to create our own stories
Gathering information
Using our imagination
Reading Center

We Are:

- Learning pre-reading skills
- Developing language skills
- Sequencing events
- Recognizing that letters have meaning
- Learning to take care of books
- Experiencing quiet moments
- Learning to create our own stories
- Gathering information
- Using our imagination
Listening Center

We Are:

- Enhancing pre-reading skills
- Developing language skills
- Recognizing that letters have meaning
- Learning to take care of books
- Learning to follow directions
- Working independently
- Gathering information
- Connecting stories to their pictures
- Developing a love for books
Listening Center

We Are:

Enhancing pre-reading skills
Developing language skills
Recognizing that letters have meaning
Learning to take care of books
Learning to follow directions
Working independently
Gathering information
Connecting stories to their pictures
Developing a love for books
Computer Center

We Are:

Developing fine motor skills
Enhancing pre-writing skills
Advancing pre-reading skills
Covering math and concepts
Using the computer as a tool
Learning how a mouse works
Understanding computer functions
Computer Center

We Are:

Developing fine motor skills
Enhancing pre-writing skills
Advancing pre-reading skills
Covering math and concepts
Using the computer as a tool
Learning how a mouse works
Understanding computer functions
Literacy Center

We Are:

Recognizing letters and sounds
Learning sight words
Using word attack skills
Recognizing word chunks
Learning to comprehend what we read
Learning to write
Learning to communicate
We Are:

- Recognizing letters and sounds
- Learning sight words
- Using word attack skills
- Recognizing word chunks
- Learning to comprehend what we read
- Learning to write
- Learning to communicate
Math Center

We Are:

Learning new ideas
Increasing language and cognitive skills
Enhancing hand-eye coordination
Developing fine motor skills
Learning to estimate
Classifying and sorting
Counting and comparing
Recognizing patterns and shapes
Math Center

We Are:

Learning new ideas
Increasing language and cognitive skills
Enhancing hand-eye coordination
Developing fine motor skills
Learning to estimate
Classifying and sorting
Counting and comparing
Recognizing patterns and shapes
Art Center

We Are:

Expanding creativity
Increasing communication skills
Improving hand-eye coordination
Exercising fine motor skills
Art Center

We Are:

Expanding creativity
Increasing communication skills
Improving hand-eye coordination
Exercising fine motor skills
Home Center

We Are:

Cooperating with others
Using language skills
Verbalizing ideas
Understanding emotions
Observing others
Using fine and gross motor skills
Home Center

We Are:

Cooperating with others
Using language skills
Verbalizing ideas
Understanding emotions
Observing others
Using fine and gross motor skills
Music Center

We Are:

- Expressing creativity
- Learning different music styles
- Hearing music from other cultures
- Practicing rhythm
- Developing listening skills
- Experiencing new instruments
Music Center

We Are:

Expressing creativity
Learning different music styles
Hearing music from other cultures
Practicing rhythm
Developing listening skills
Experiencing new instruments
Kitchen Center

We Are:

Sharing
Learning life skills
Problem solving
Measuring
Practicing practical math
Co-operating
Kitchen Center

We Are:

Sharing
Learning life skills
Problem solving
Measuring
Practicing practical math
Co-operating
We Are:

Learning new concepts
Testing ideas
Planning
Observing
Predicting
Comparing
Drawing conclusions
Discovering how things work
Science Center

We Are:

Learning new concepts
Testing ideas
Planning
Observing
Predicting
Comparing
Drawing conclusions
Discovering how things work
Sand and Water Center

We Are:

Enjoying sensory experience
Experimenting
Discovering
Refining our observation skills
Measuring
Weighing
Sand and Water Center

We Are:

Enjoying sensory experience
Experimenting
Discovering
Refining our observation skills
Measuring
Weighing
Play Dough Center

We Are:

Advancing our fine motor skills
Toning our manipulative skills
Using our imaginations
Putting ideas into shape
Developing artistic skills
Play Dough Center

We Are:

Advancing our fine motor skills
Toning our manipulative skills
Using our imaginations
Putting ideas into shape
Developing artistic skills
Puppet Center

We Are:

Practicing social skills
Role playing
Advancing language development
Using our imaginations
Puppet Center

We Are:

Practicing social skills
Role playing
Advancing language development
Using our imaginations
Puzzle Center

We Are:

Exercising our small motor skills
Advancing hand-eye coordination
Focusing on spatial concepts
Enhancing cognitive development
Puzzle Center

We Are:

Exercising our small motor skills
Advancing hand-eye coordination
Focusing on spatial concepts
Enhancing cognitive development
Writing Center

We Are:

Using our fine motor skills
Developing our language skills
Learning hand-eye coordination
Putting thoughts into words
Learning that print has meaning
Writing Center

We Are:

Using our fine motor skills
Developing our language skills
Learning hand-eye coordination
Putting thoughts into words
Learning that print has meaning
Snack Center

We Are:

Using our fine motor skills
Learning to follow instructions
Improving our self-help skills
Developing self-control
Sharing
Helping others
Understanding health and nutrition
Snack Center

We Are:

Using our fine motor skills
Learning to follow instructions
Improving our self-help skills
Developing self-control
Sharing
Helping others
Understanding health and nutrition